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Are you looking for new frontiers to conquer? According to the author of this recent book on boards, "...governance is at this point in the history of nonprofit leadership and management still frontier territory."
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Here are our handpicked courses that provide high quality of material and environment for learning Business Management.
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Despite the best intentions, many nonprofits never take full advantage of board members' wisdom, talents, influence, and contacts. Nonprofit leadership expert Doug Eadie has a method for changing that! In his new book, Extraordinary Board Leadership, Eadie reveals the power of high-impact governance.
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EXTRAORDINARY BOARD LEADERSHIP: THE SEVEN KEYS TO HIGH-IMPACT GOVERNANCE Chapter 1. Getting a Handle on the Work of Board Governing Coming Attractions
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A daily news, jobs, rfp service of the Candid. Philanthropy-related articles and features culled from print and electronic media outlets nationwide.
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Extraordinary board leadership : (the keys to high-impact governing) Eadie, Douglas C., (2009)
Extraordinary board leadership : the keys to high-impact governance
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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Many nonprofits never take full advantage of their board members. Extraordinary Board Leadership: The Keys to Governing deals with an incredibly important topic - high-impact governing - which is at the heart not ...
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